Undergraduate Programmes

Arts and Humanities

- Arabic and Islamic Studies
- Archaeology
- Classical Philology
- Comparative Literature
- Conservation and Restoration of Cultural Heritage
- English Studies
- Fine Arts
- French Studies
- Hispanic Philology
- History
- History and Science of Music
- History of Art
- Modern Languages and Literatures
- Philosophy
- Translation and Interpreting (Arabic)
- Translation and Interpreting (English)
- Translation and Interpreting (French)
- Translation and Interpreting (German)

Double Bachelor’s Degrees
• Primary Education + French Studies
• Primary Education + English Studies
• Translation and Interpreting (English) + Tourism
• Translation and Interpreting (French) + Tourism
• Translation and Interpreting (German) + Tourism

**Sciences**

• Biochemistry
• Biology
• Biotechnology
• Chemistry
• Environmental Science
• Food Science and Technology
• Geology
• Mathematics
• Optics and Optometry
• Physics
• Statistics

**Double Bachelor’s Degrees**

• Computer Science + Mathematics
• Physics + Mathematics
• Human Nutrition and Dietetics + Food Science and Technology

**Health Sciences**

• Dentistry
Double Bachelor’s Degrees

- Human Nutrition and Dietetics + Food Science and Technology

Social Sciences and Law

- Accounting and Finance
- Audiovisual Communication
- Business Management and Administration
- Criminology
- Early Childhood Education
- Economics
- Geography and Land Management
- Information Sciences
- Labour Relations and Human Resources
- Law
- Marketing and Market Research
- Pedagogy
- Political Science and Public Administration
- Primary Education
- Social and Cultural Anthropology
- Social Pedagogy
- Social Work
- Sociology
- Sport and Exercise Sciences
- Tourism

**Double Bachelor’s Degrees**

- Building + Business Management and Administration
- Business Management and Administration + Law
- Civil Engineering + Business Management and Administration
- Computer Science + Business Management and Administration
- Political Science and Public Administration + Law
- Primary Education + English Studies
- Primary Education + French Studies
- Primary Education + Sport and Exercise Sciences
- Translation and Interpreting (English) + Tourism
- Translation and Interpreting (French) + Tourism
- Translation and Interpreting (German) + Tourism

**Technology, Engineering and Architecture**

- Architecture Studies
- Building
- Chemical Engineering
- Civil Engineering
- Computer Science
• Industrial Electronic Engineering
• Telecommunications Engineering

**Double Bachelor’s Degrees**

• Building + Business Management and Administration
• Civil Engineering + Business Management and Administration
• Computer Science + Business Management and Administration
• Computer Science + Mathematics

**International Dual Degrees**

• Accounting and Finance. University of Granada and Bremen University of Applied Sciences (GERMANY)
• Business Management and Administration. University of Granada and EM Normandie-Le Havre (FRANCE)
• Business Management and Administration. University of Granada (Ceuta Campus) and Sinäjoki University of Applied Sciences (FINLAND)
• Criminology. University of Granada and University of Ferrara (ITALY)
• Law. University of Granada and Stetson College of Law, Florida (USA)
• Law. University of Granada and University of Ferrara (ITALY)
• Marketing and Market Research. University of Granada and ESC Bretagne Brest (FRANCE)
• Modern Languages and Literatures. University of Granada and Udmurt State University (RUSSIA)
• Multiple International Degree in Applied Languages (AEL). University of Granada, Cologne University of Applied Sciences (GERMANY), University of Provence (FRANCE), University College Ghent (BELGIUM)
• Pharmacy. University of Granada and University of Naples Federico II (ITALY)
• Sociology. University of Granada and University of Lille 3 (FRANCE) (Integrated with Master’s Studies) (5 YEARS)
• Translation and Interpreting. University of Granada and Moscow State Linguistic University (RUSSIA)
• Translation and Interpreting. University of Granada and University of Bologna (ITALY) (Integrated with Master’s Studies) (5 YEARS)

http://www.ugr.es/en